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How to troubleshoot issues in ‘Behind the NAT VoIP’ scenarios?
While registering a SIP Extension/Trunk in a PBX behind NAT, we often face
certain issues such as:
 Unsuccessful Registration of SIP Extension
 One Way or No-speech in Peer to Peer and Proxy Calling

What is SIP ALG?
 SIP ALG (or SIP Transformation) performs the SIP Transformation on
Inbound and Outbound SIP Packets in various Headers.
 SIP ALG changes the Port, Connection Information IP which leads the Server
or Client to respond incorrectly to infinite destination addresses.
 To avoid this, it is very important that your Firewall must not perform SIP
Transformation and for Firewall to handle SIP traffic properly SIP ALG must
be disabled.

TROUBLESHOOTING STEPS FOR THE BEHIND NAT SCENARIOS:
1.




Prerequisites for behind the Router/Firewall cases
SIP ALG Must be disabled in Firewall/Router.
The Firewall must be turned off on inbound and outbound packets.
Disable Stateful Packet Inspection SPI if applicable.

2. Change the SIP Ports
 Change the SIP TCP, UDP, TLS and RTP ports to higher ranges (above
40,000).
 By changing the Port to Higher Range, Firewall/Router will not inspect the
SIP Port in most of the cases and voice communication will work properly.
3. Use SIP over TLS
 Using SIP over TLS, it is observed that most of the Firewall will not be able
to modify the SIP Payload because TLS data is encrypted. Client should
support the SIP over TLS.
 MATRIX SPARSH M2S supports TLS Transport, it is recommended to use TLS
to get rid of SIP Transformation.

Note: Some Firewalls have the capability to transform the TLS packets, in such
cases you are required to disable SIP ALG.

Following is the list of Routers in which SIP ALG is enabled by default (as tested by
Matrix Comsec) and you must disable it with the help of technical support of
respective Router manufacturers for proper VoIP communication and SIP
Extension Registration.

Sr.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Router or Firewall
Fortinet/FortiGate
Cyberoam
Cisco
D-Link DIR-655 etc.
Linksys
Sonic-Wall
Netgear

-
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